The Digital Seal® is an innovative high security solution for seal replacement. Many seals make it impossible to properly secure your cargo because it takes the place of a proper lock. The Babaco Digital Seal® replaces bolt and/or plastic seals that can be tampered with and broken. It is permanently mounted on the door and provides a seal everytime the door is closed.

**Benefits & Features**
- Tamper proof
- Proves the integrity of the load
- Digital seal numbers are randomly generated
- 2 year battery life
- 100% weather proof
- Multi-door monitoring
- Anodized Zinc Aluminum enclosure
- Runs on standard AA batteries
- Does not require special removal tools
- Easily used by both shippers and consignees

*Integrates with all Babaco® security products!*

Optional TRUK-LOK III®
Optional Customizable APPS
Optional TRUK-LOK V®

Every day we set out to prove our slogan to the world;  
*“The most trusted name in cargo security!”*